Budget Policy Issues
This section of the budget document brings forth a series of high level budget policy
issues that set the context for the overall budget. The City Council decisions on these
issues impact the entire budget, and set a context which all operations are confined. It is
recommended that these issues be addressed first, before going on to the more detailed
line items within each operating area. The issues listed below are addressed individually in
the following pages:

Budget Policy Issue #1:

Community Vision

Budget Policy Issue #2: Staffing & Work Schedules
Budget Policy Issue #3: Equipment Replacement Funding
Budget Policy Issue #4: Community Development Fees
Budget Policy Issue #5: Infrastructure Funding
Budget Policy Issue #6: Marketing Ojai
Budget Policy Issue #7: Complete Streets Demonstration Projects
Budget Policy Issue #8: Community Forest Master Plan
Budget Policy Issue #9: 2006-2014 Housing Element
Budget Policy Issue #10: Transit Funding
Budget Policy Issue #11: City Council Goals
Budget Policy Issue #12: Redevelopment Agency Loan
Budget Policy Issue #13: Replenishment of Reserves
Budget Policy Issue #14: Funding Retiree Health Benefit Program
Budget Policy Issue #15: Revenue Options
Budget Policy Issue #16: Community Development Counter Coverage
Budget Policy Issue #17: Update of Traffic Mitigation Fee and Ojai Valley Traffic
Circulation Study
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Budget Po Ii cy Issue 1=t1
Community Vision
Reference:
City Council Goal #1: Operate Efficiently and Effectively
Recommendation:
A Community Visioning Process is listed as a pending work priority in the workplan.
The City Council budget includes $10,000 for unspecified future projects in
anticipation that funding will be needed for this or other pending work priorities.
Discussion:
A community visioning process is used to build a broad consensus about the future
of a community. Every process is different. Generally it would include tools for
gathering data about resident and visitor opinions and other pertinent information,
employ focus groups from diverse segments of the community to process the
information, and use a facilitator to help participants identify general points of
consensus. The process can be very elaborate and expensive or more streamlined.
Visioning is a staff-intensive process because of the logistics involved in
coordinating the participation of a large number of people.
In September, we will assess where we are in completing the six month priorities in
the workplan, and seek City Council direction regarding deployment of staff and
other resources for the next six to nine months. It is recommended that Visioning
be scheduled after the City Council election so that any new councilmembers can
participate.
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Budget Policy Issue #2
Staffing & Work Schedules
Reference:
City Council Goal #1: Operate Efficiently and Effectively
Recommendation:
Transition from a 36-hour to a 40-hour workweek gradually, on a phased basis, as
positions become vacant and opportunities arise.
Discussion:
For many years the City operated on a four-day, 36-hours-per-week schedule, with
City Hall closed on Friday. This schedule resulted in lower employee costs, reduced
commuter traffic and air quality impacts, and reduced energy use. The primary
disadvantage is that staff was not available on Fridays to assist the City Council
and public. The impact was exaggerated when a three-day weekend was followed
by a holiday.
Several steps have been taken to address the work schedule. The City Manager
maintains office hours five days per week. In July of 2011 City Hall hours were
extended to five days per week using staggered staffing. The next step was to
replace a part-time City Planner with a full-time Community Development Director,
the cost of which was offset by reducing out-sourced planning services.
The estimated annual cost of moving all employees from 36 to 40 hours
concurrently is estimated to be $287,000. The cost for City Hall employees is
$128,000 per year. This would constitute an 11'10 increase in staffing at a time
when the budget is tight and other issues such as investing in infrastructure are
higher priorities.
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Rather than change all schedules at once, it is recommended that we focus on the
positions thai- have the greatest impact on the public, and that we use salary
savings from vacancies that arise, or other savings, to offset the increased cost.
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Budget Policy Issue #3
Equipment Replacement Funding
Reference:
City Council Goal #1: Operate Efficiently and Effectively
Recommendation:

As soon as is practical, establish a financial mechanism to set aside money over
time to fund scheduled replacement of equipment.
Discussion:
In order to efficiently and effectively use its labor force, the City needs to make
provisions to secure, maintain, and replace appropriate equipment and rolling stock
on a scheduled basis. A financial mechanism should be established to collect money
from the operating department that uses the equipment and accumulates that
money over the life of the equipment so that it is available for replacement when
needed.
Lacking this financial tool, the City struggles to find money to provide the tools
that would make its workforce more productive. Once the reserves have been
replenished and infrastructure property funded, the City should work toward
establishment of this mechanism.
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Budget Policy Issue #4
Community Development Fees
Reference:
City Council Goal #4: Improve Customer Service
Statement of Financial Principles (Section 3: Revenue Policies): "Fees will be
updated annually to recover, as much as possible, the cost of providing service...In
some instances, the City may not want to charge any fees or the full cost of
providing the service, if it is in the City's best interest· to do so..."
Recommendations:
Update and simplify the Community Development Fee Schedule by:
1. Providing more realistic initial application fees that will give applicants a
better expectation of the cost of permit processing, which will also reduce
staff time and project delays when an initial deposit is expended.
2. Deleting unused permit/fee types.
3. Increasing the number of set fees (versus deposit-based fees) for simpler,
ministerial projects, while adjusting these fees as necessary to fairly assess
the average cost of such permits.
Consider targeted fee reductions for the following types of services:
1. Maintenance and safety improvements that the City would like to encourage.
2. Conceptual review and other pre-application assistance, which may help
applicants achieve design goals prior to excessive up-front expenditures.
3. A Special Use Permit for transient rentals in residential zones to make it
easier to comply and to improve City control over this use.
4. Reduced Landmark Designation fees (currently $1,590) to encourage eligible
properties to pursue designation.
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It has been the policy of the City to charge private development fees that recover
the full cost of the services provided. In some cases those services are provided
by City s1'aff, and in other cases the services are provided by contract planners,
plan checkers or engineers.
FY 2012-2013 Revenues for Community Development permits have been reduced by
approximately $12,000 to account for these proposed changes; however, the exact
impact will depend on the specifics of the targeted building permit fee reductions,
and the extent to which incentivized permit processes are utilized.
Discussion:

In its review of the Building Code, the Planning Commission expressed concern that
property owners often do not get permits for maintenance and safety
improvements because of the cost of the permit and the fear of being forced into
a scope of work that is unaffordable. A somewhat reduced fee schedule for these
items along with a clear policy on inspection could increase the volume of permits
issued and partially offset the reduced revenue.
Another problem is that applicants seeking discretionary approvals often spend
large sums of money on designs which are not approved, or which must be
significantly modified. Even the conceptual review process is not inexpensive. A
low and set-fee cost for Planning Commission conceptual review along with a
reduced cost for pre-application review will be beneficial to the community in that
these will encourage development that is of good quality and is compatible with the
community_ It will also result in some General Fund subsidy of this activity.
There has been concern that the $3,000 cost of a Condii-ional Use Permit and the
ease of internet marketing are pushing transient rentals underground. A "Special
Use Permit" that is issued to a specific owner and is not automatically transferred
to the future owners of a property is a better tool for regulating this use. It is
expected that the revenue lost by establishing a low cost special use permit will be
offse1- by increased transient occupancy taxes paid by owners whose use is
legalized through this process.
In addition, there is interest by the Historic Preservation Commission (HPC) to
reduce the permit fees for Landmark Designation review and to possibly offset the
Landmark Designation fee reduction with an increase in the permit fee for Mills
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Act projects. This item will be placed on the agenda of a future HPC meeting for a
formal recommendation to City Council.
Staff is also recommending the addition of a post-approval permit compliance fee
that would be charged to discretionary projects that have on-going monitoring
requirements established by the projecfs conditions of approval. Currently, there
is no such mechanism for capturing staff labor costs for these on-going monitoring
requirements, which results in the City subsidizing this effort.
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Budget Policy Issue #5
Infrastructure Funding
Reference:
City Council Goal #2: Provide Quality Public Infrastructure
Recommendation:
Transfer $300,000 from the General Fund to the Capital Improvement Fund, and
adjiJst operations to function within the amount left.
Discussion:
Long term repair and maintenance of infrastructure such as roads and parks is one
of the most significant unfunded liabilities facing the City. An engineering analysis
of City roads last year concluded that the City would need to invest $500,000 or
more per year on overlays and reconstruction just to keep the roads from
deteriorating further.
The money provided by Gas Tax and grants is insufficient by itself to properly
fund infrastructure, but that money can be used to supplement other local funds.
The Capital Improvement Plan shows a $300,000 transfer from the General Fund
this year. That amount is increased by $100,000 per year through FY 2015-16,
when it is $600,000.
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Budget Policy Issue #6
Marketing 0 jai
Reference:
City Council Goal #3: Promote Ojai-Tourism/Arts/Culture/Leisure
Recommendations:
Raise $300,000 for marketing of Ojai by:
• Working with the Ojai Visitor's Bureau to form a Tourism Business
Improvement District (TBID) to collect $200,000 from hotels by assessing
1'10 of lodging receipts,
• Establishing a $48 per business fee to cover administration of the business
license program (totaling $50,000), and allocating a like amount for
marketing, and
.. Contributing $50,000 from the General Fund for marketing.
Discussion:
Over the past several years the City has provided all of the funding for the
efforts of the Ojai Visitor's Bureau to attract visitors to Ojai. The proposed
budget includes a plan to increase funding of the marketing program from
$159,000 to $300,000 through a public private partnership.
During the depths of the recession, the City agreed to fund the total cost of the
Visitor's Bureau marketing program. It is very common for resort municipalities to
share the cost of marketing with the businesses because the marketing, if
effective, will result in growth of tax receipts.
The TBID is a financial tool that allows businesses, particularly hotels, to assess
themselves for marketing programs using the powers of the City. Recently, the
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cities of Ventura, Oxnard and Camarillo joined together to form a TBID which
collects 2/0 of hoi'e1 receipts.
Although an increase in the business license tax for marketing Ojai would require a
two thirds majority vote of the electorate, a fee that covers the cost of
administering the business license tax can be implemented by a majority vote of
the City Council. Such a fee, if approved would be collected at the same time that
the business license tax is collected. This would relieve the City of that cost, and
the savings could be contributed to the Visitor's Bureau. This $48 fee is
supported by the Chamber of Commerce and Ojai Visitor's Bureau.
A $50,000 additional contribution from the City represents a little over 2/0 of the
Transient Occupancy Tax (TOT). It is very difficult to know how much of the
growth in TOT and sales tax to attribute to marketing. It does seem proportional
to the amount that the businesses are assessing themselves, and therefore a
reasonable fair share for the City.
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Budget Policy Issue #7
Complete Streets Demonstration Projects
Reference:

City Council Goal #4: Foster Environmental Sustainability
Recommendation:

Direct the administration to work with the Planning Commission's Complete Streets
Sub-Committee on two, low-cost complete street demonstration projects.
Discussion:

The City Council recently adopted a Complete Streets Policy, and the principles are
being applied to the Fulton Street Extension project. There are several next
steps which may be considered after the six month workplan priorities are
complete:
• Implement the Geographic Information System program.
• Develop standard illustrative complete street cross sections that can be
applied when opportunities arise.
• Establish a mitigation fee program for complete streets.
• Undertake low cost demonstration projects.
One possible low cost demonstration project is to restripe South Ventura Street
near the Library. This project was suggested when the Library addition was
approved.
Another possible low-cost demonstration project is to add bike lanes to both sides
of Grand Ave. The space would be acquired by placing all parking on one side of the
street and narrowing the travel lanes. This should also slow traffic.
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These actions are currently pending priorities on the workplan, for consideration
when the six month priorities are complete.
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Budget Policy Issue #8
Community Forest Master Plan
Reference:
City Council Goal #4: Foster Environmental Sustainability
Recommendation:
Appropriate $3,375 from the Tree Mitigation Fund to plant 25 trees in public
places to be selected in consultation with the Tree Committee.
Discussion:
In October 2009 the City Council adopted the Community Forest Master Plan
which, among other things, established a policy to plant a minimum of 25 trees
annually in public places using the City's Tree Mitigation Fund. This has been
addressed by volunteer efforts by the Tree Committee. The Council could
implement the policy by planting 25 trees in addition to those planted by the
volunteers..
The City was recognized in 2009 as a "Tree City USA". The requiremen·ts for that
recognition included: Having an Active Tree Committee; having a Tree Ordinance;
spending more than $2 per capita on trees based on our annual Public Works
budget, and having an Arbor Day Observance and Proclamation. The recognition
was based upon work completed by the community in 2009.
The $3,375 cost includes planting, staking and watering for 90 days. If the City
Council approves the appropriation, the planting will be scheduled as part of the
Public Works Department's routine park and street maintenance program. The Tree
Mitigation Fund has a balance of about $18,000. It is possible that visible,
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aggressive use of the Tree Mitigation Fund as proposed will resuli· in increased
donations to keep the effort going in the future.
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Budget PO'licy Issue #9
2006-2014 Housing Element
Reference:
City Council Goal #5: Improve Housing and Transportation
Recommendations:

1. Update and resubmit the Draft 2006-2014 Housing Element to the State
Housing and Community Development Department (HCD) for certification.
2. If HCD staff does not recommend certification of the updated Housing
Element, consider self-certification.
FY 2011-12 expenses for the housing consultant support is budgeted at $5,000. FY
2012-13 expenses for the Housing Element would include approximately $4,540 for
housing consultant support, and another $8,000 (estimated) to update the
associated EIR to current requirements.
Discussion:
The City's 2006-2014 Housing Element has not been certified, and not having a
State-certified Housing Element puts the City in jeopardy of having the 20062014 RHNA allocation added to the next cycle's (2014-2021) RHNA allocation. This
could result in other ramifications to the City's ability to regulate residential
development in the City. City staff recommends resuming work on the 2006-2014
Housing Element with the goal of having it certified in the next 6 to 12 months.
The City has a largely completed, but now somewhat out-of-date draft 2006-2014
Housing Element. The latest draft of this Housing Element was prepared in July
2009 and was ready for Council adoption and submittal to HCD for certification;
however, the Council decided to table the Housing Element, and the July 2009
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draft was neither adopted nor transmitted to HCD. The RHNA allocation for the
2009 draft Housing Element was 433 units, of which approximately 59'10 were
targeted to very low-, low-, and moderate-income households. This allocation was
roughly twice the amount assigned for the previous (2000-2005) Housing Element
cycle.
While the 2006-2014 Housing Element has not yet been certified, SCAG is already
working on the next RHNA allocation and has drafted an allocation for the 20142021 period that at 371 units is somewhat lower than the 2006-2014 cycle.
However, if the 2006-2014 Housing Element is not certified, HCD's procedure has
been to carryover the previous allocation into the current cycle, which would mean
Ojai would need to provide for 804 (433+371) housing units. Because of the
challenges of demonstrating the capacity for this number of housing units, staff
feels that the City should take immediate steps to get the 2006-2014 Housing
Element updated and back before HCD.
The update to the July 2009 draft Housing Element would be led by staff but
requires support of a housing consultant, as well as additional environmental review
to meet recent changes to CEQA.
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Budget Policy Issue #10
Transit Funding
Reference:
City Council Goal #5: Improve Housing and Transportation
Recommendation:
Continue to seek ways to balance the transit fund budget, including potential
participation in a West County Transit District.
Discussion:
The Transit budget is balanced in the shori" term. Due to changes in federal
funding there could be shortages in future years. Participation in a West County
Transit District should be considered.
The City has experienced ongoing difficulties balancing the transit budget. In FY
2011-12 the City Council formed a Transit Committee to consider options for
balancing the budget and realigning services. Based on the recommendations of
the Committee, the City Council approved fare increases, service changes, and
withdrawal of funding for Gold Coast Route 16. Subsequently, Ventura County
agreed to use surplus TDA funds to continue Route 16, and to reinstate that route
to the Park and Ride Lot in downtown Ojai. All of these actions together have
resulted in a balanced Transit budget for FY 2012-13.
Going forward it appears that about $272,000 in Federal Transit Authority
support for rural transii" is at risk. The Ventura County Transit District (VCTC)
has some discretionary money that could be used to backfill this shortage on a
temporary basis. However, both Ojai and the Vista Service will likely face
shortfalls in funding in a couple of years.
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The State passed legislation (SB 716) requiring VCTC to prepare a Regional Transit
Study. That study points to creation of a West County Transit District as the
best solution to improve efficiency, integrate service, and address revenue issues.
This action would likely reduce local control over transit decisions.
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Budget Policy Issue #11
City Council Goals
Reference:
Statement of Financial Principles (Proposed Section 3: General Principles): The
City Council will review its goals and priorities on an annual basis before the Budget
is prepared so that they can be used as a guideline for review of the budget.
Recommendation:
Add a section to the Statement of Financial Principles to provide for the use of
the City Counci~goals as a guideline for review of the proposed Budget.
Discussion:
Implementation of the City Council goals will take a combination of staff time and
money. In recognition of our limitations, City Council directed the City Manager to
develop a workplan for implementation of the goals. The workplan includes:
•
•
•
•
•

Budget Priorities,
Six Month Staff Work Priorities,
Budget/Staff Limitations,
Pending Work Priorities, and
Grant Possibilities

The budget includes the resources needed for the initial six month priorities. It is
likely that some money will be needed when those are completed for the next
round of priorities. We have included an allocation of $50,000 in the City Council
budget as a set-aside for those future decisions.
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Budget Policy Issue #12
Redevelopment Agency Loan

Reference:
Statement of Financial Principles (Section 3: Revenue Policies): "The City will use a
conservative approach in estimating revenues ..."
Recommendation:
Do not assume tha·~ loan repayment funds will be available in FY 2012-13
Discussion:
Over the course of the years the City loaned money to the former Redevelopment
Agency for various reasons, with the expectation that the loans would be repaid
with interest from tax increment funds.
The State law which abolished
redevelopment agencies rescinded loans between a redevelopment agency and the
city that formed it. However, there is an opening for the successor agency to
reenter into the loan with the consent of the State Department of Finance. There
are also legal and legislative efforts to preserve the loans. The outcome of all of
this is uncertain.

The City Council and Redevelopment Agency approved a loan and promissory note in
the amount of $5,220,258. If that money is repaid or repaid in part, our plan was
to use it to replenish the General Fund Reserve and for one-time capital expenses.
If the loan is not repaid it will be much more difficult to replenish the reserve
fund and that will take away from planned infrastructure improvements and
possibly operations.
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Budget Policy Issue #13
Replenishment of Reserves
Reference:
Statement of Financial Principles (Section 11: Reserves Policies): "The City
shall maintain minimum reserve: for contingencies, equivalent to 50"/0 of the
General Fund expenditures in the current fiscal year."
Recommendations:

1. Designate all Libbey Bowl pledge receipts for replenishment of
General Fund reserves ($819,000 left over three more years).
2. Designate the RDA loan repayments as the primary source for
replenishment of the remaining balance.
3. If these sources are not available, direct the City Manager to develop
a multi-year plan for full replenishment starting in FY 2013-14.
Discussion:
The Statement of Financial Principles establishes a "minimum reserve" equal
to 50"/0 of the General Fund expenditures for each fiscal year. The reserve
requirement, based on the proposed budget, is $3,950,000. We project
that $1,258,000 in reserves will be available in the General Fund and Libbey
Bowl Fund at the beginning of the new fiscal year. Last year the City Council
designated Libbey Bowl pledge receipts and Redevelopment Agency (RDA)
loan repayments as the sources of money for replenishment of the reserves.
Due to uncertainty about the RDA repayments, it may be necessary to find
alternative sources of replenishment.
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Replenishing reserves will be much more difficult without the RDA loan
repayment. If that is what happens, we will attempt to balance the need for
ongoing investment in our capital facilities with the need for prudent
reserves. However, it is likely that replenishing reServes will impact the
capital improvement plan and possibly ongoing operations.
The chart below shows reserves building up above the $5 million mark by FY
2015-16 using RDA loan repayment proceeds.
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The following chart shows a $400,000 annual contribution to reserves over
six years. This schedule would build up to $4.5 million by FY 2018-19.
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Budget Policy I~~lJe #14
Funding Retiree Health Benefit Programs
Reference:
Statement of Financial Principles (Section 10: Accounting, Auditing and Financial
Reporting Policies): "The City will ... adhere to the statements issued by the
Government Accounting Standards Board (GASB)."
Recommendation:
Continue to fund "Other Pension Benefit Programs" on a pay-as-you-go basis in FY
2012-13.
Discussion:
In 2004, GASB issued Statement No. 45, Accounting and Financial Reporting by
Employers for Postemployment Retirement Benefits other than Pensions. The
policy went into effect for the City of Ojai in 2009. Accordingly, an actuarial
evaluation was commissioned and the unfunded liability was calculated to be
$4,189,579 as of July 1, 2009.
Subsequently the City Council changed the plan design in several ways:
.. The "unequal contribution" method was replaced by the "equal contribution"
method which minimizes the amount that must be paid under CaIPERS.
• A Health Savings Account was established under which additional amounts
are paid for the retirees.
• The eligibility vesting schedule for those hired after November 1, 2010 was
increased from five years to ten years.
.. The total contribution was limited to the LA Area Blue Shield Access (HMO)
pre-Medicare premium rate.
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The medical benefit for councilmembers first elected after November 1,
2012 is limited to a very small minimum set by PERS.

These changes will affect the liability gradually over a long period of time.
A subsequent actuarial evaluation showed that the unfunded liability, as of July 1,
2011 had grown to $4,534,854* primarily because the number of covered retirees
under the old terms had gone up from 13 to 18.
The City has the option of paying the benefits as they come due (pay-as-you-go) or
to pre-fund the benefits. The advantage of pre-funding is that the deposits
accrue interest and the overall amount of cash needed is reduced over time. The
pay-as-you-go cost built into the budget is $152,122. The pre-funding requirement
ranges from $377,417 to $425,349 per year (depending upon the assumed discount
rate) if the unfunded liability is amortized over 30 years.
GASBE 45 does not require pre-funding. Pre-funding is not recommended at this
time because it is unaffordable and because actual interest rates are very low in
the short term. Pre-funding and/or plan design changes should be looked at again
in subsequent years.

*

The unfunded liability shown in the Annual Financial Stai"ement (which made in accordance with
GASB 45) is based on the accrued annual required contribution starting in 2009, and does not
reflect the full actuarial evaluation.
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Budget Policy Issue #15
Revenue Options
Reference:
Potential Level of Service Adjustments
Recommendation:
Any desired increases in the level of services must be funded by increasing
revenues or reducing spending in other areas.
Discussion:
The following list includes revenue sources that have been increased, are proposed
to be increased, or could be considered in the future. Service level reductions are
also addressed.

Recently Increased
Trolley Fees: Fees were doubled in February to help sustain services. We are
talking with Ojai Valley Inn about the options to extend regular Trolley service to
the Inn.
Libbey Bowl Facility Fee: A $2 per seat fee will be assessed to all commercial
events. The fee is based on an analysis of the long term maintenance of the
facility. The fee will be deposited in a fund that can only be used for that purpose.

Proposed
General Fee Review: The Budget Document includes a review of all fees charged by
the City. This type of annual review is a policy in the Statement of Financial
Principles.
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Tourism Business Improvement District (TBID): This mechanism allows businesses
to assess themselves i'o fund programs such as marketing the community. The Ojai
Visitor's Bureau is working with the hotel operators on a TBID similar to that
enacted in Ventura, Oxnard and Camarillo.
Business License Collection Fee: The cost of administering the Business License is
about $50,000 per year. Although an increase in the Business License Tax requires
a vote of the people, the Council alone can set a fee to recover the actual cost of
administering the program. The Visitor's Bureau would support this if the savings
allowed the City to contribute an equal amount to marketing.
Plaza Maintenance District: The City Council has called a vote on an increased
assessment to cover deferred maintenance and cost overruns.
Potential Future
Street Lighting Distric-r: The Council could, in a future year, propose an increase to
the Street Lighting assessment
Farmer's Market Rent: Ojai and many other cities issue permits to groups such as
the Farmer's Market for a nominal fee in order to create activity that generates
other business as a secondary resuli-. There is no reason that the City could not
choose to charge rent for the use of its facilities.
Development Impact Fees: Generally improvements required by development are
undertaken with the development. Another approach is to charge a mitigation fee
which is accumulated with other fees to undertake a larger project. For example,
rather than try to implement the "Complete Streets Policy" in a disjointed way,
one property at a time, the City could enact a complete streets mitigation fee as a
way to fund complete streets projects on a larger scale.
Cemetery Niche Wall: The Cemetery fund is slowly declining. One potential
strategy to raise money is to use some of the balance to build an attractive niche
wall to hold ashes of deceased community members. This should be pursued if the
projected profit makes it cost effective.
Other Taxes: Municipalities are authorized to increase transient occupancy tax,
sales tax, utility users' tax, business license tax, and some other taxes with the
consent of the voters. If the tax is undesignated it requires a majority approval
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an election where council members are selected. If it is restricted to a specific
purpose (i.e. police, roads, etc.) it requires a two-thirds vote at any election.

oj"

Service Level Cuts
Service levels in a small city tend to evolve incrementally over time as
opportunities arise. It is normal to evaluate staffing when a position becomes
vacant. For example, the decisions to change staffing levels in Finance and
Community Development came as a response to turnover. Service level increases
can also come as revenues increase. For example, we have consciously decided to
increase the investment in infrastructure over time.
Staffing levels can also be adjusted on a pro-active basis through layoffs. If the
City Council desires service level increases which cannot be funded by eXisting or
new revenues, a more rigorous evaluation of existing service and staffing levels
could be undertaken.
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Budget Policy Issue #16
Community Development Counter Coverage
Reference:
City Council Goal #4: Improve Customer Service
Summary
The Community Development Department currently has three full-time staff: the
Department Director, the City Building Official/Code Enforcement Officer, and a
Planning and Building Technician. These staff share the responsibility for staffing
the Planning and Building Counter, which is open five days a week from 8:00 am to
5:30 pm. The Planning and Building Technician is primarily responsible for staffing
the Counter with back-up coverage provided by the Department Director and the
Building Official/Code Enforcement Officer..
There is only a small amount of money in the Building Division Budget to provide for
counter coverage on scheduled days off, vacations and unscheduled absences.
Providing for coverage would improve customer service in areas such as the timely
processing of discretionary permits, Building permit inspections and issuance, and
code compliance efforts.
Recommendation:
Review the options for coverage of the Planning and Building Counter during
planned and extended absences by the Planning and Building Technician again at
mid-year, and/or when other turnover occurs in the City
Discussion:
Assisting applicants and the public with permit intake, permit issuance, as well as
zoning, building, and code compliance questions is a critical function of the
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Community Development Department. Our Counter currently averages 100-120
contacts or inquiries each week, including in-person visits, phone calls, and email
requests. Due to this high volume of Counter activity and the small size of the
Department, arranging for Counter coverage during absences by the Planning and
Building Technician interferes with other key departmental functions and
compromises the Department's ability to maintain a high level of customer service.
Counter coverage during absences could be provided in four ways: 1) through a
temporary hire service, 2) through a contract planning firm, 3) via an internship, or
4) by increasing current staff to a 40 hour work week A temp agency would
provide a person to answer the phone and greet people at the Counter, but would
likely not be able to provide a suitable level of expertise to handle most Counter
functions. Temp agency staffing would cost approximately $20-$25/hr, or up to
$200/day. A contract planner would provide the appropriate level of expertise,
but would cost $50-$100/hr or up to $800/day. The higher cost of the contract
planner could be partially offset by work that they were able to do on billable
processing of development projects. In addition, they could work less than an 8hour day, so daily costs to the City could be limited to approximately $400/day, if
necessary.
An intern in a Planning-related academic field would be the most cost-effective
option and could likely be trained to handle many basic Counter functions. An
intern would cost approXimately $15-18/hr, or up to $ 144/day. A Planning intern
would also be able to assist with other departmental projects and initiatives in
between fielding Counter contacts. As an aside, should Building activity increase to
the point that a new part-time or full-time Community Development staff-person is
needed, this would create additional back-up for the Counter function and alleviate
staffing constraints during absences.
For budgeting purposes, it is assumed that vacation and illness coverage would
require coverage for four weeks per year, or 20 days/year. For assistance with
Counter coverage on Mondays, this would require an additional 46 days/year. Total
Counter coverage requirements would be up to 66 days/year. The cost estimates
and hours provided in the four options discussed above are presented in the
following table. As is the case for the Planning and Building Technician, these costs
would partially be offset by permit fees collected by the department and work
completed on billable development projects. Also, it is possible that coverage
would need to involve a combination of staffing options: for example, hiring an
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intern to handle the Monday coverage, but hiring a temp agency or a contrad
planner for planned or unplanned absences. Finally, an intern may want--or need for
internship requirements--increased hours such as two 8-hour days per week or
three 6-hour days per week over a shorter duration (not year-round).

Coverage Option

Billing Rate

Intern
Temporary Help
Contract Planner
40 Hour Week

$18/hr
$25/hr
$100/hr

Hours/day
8
8
4
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Dal1y Cost
$144
$200
$400

Yearly Cost
Estimate
$9,504
$13,200
$26,400
$34,400

Budget Policy Issue #17
Update of Traffic Impact Mitigation Fee and Ojai Valley Traffic
Circulation Study
The City collects traffic impact fees to mitigate the impacts of new development
on City and regional streets and to help fund identified improvements to City and
regional transportation facilities. The City has a reciprocal fee agreement that
requires that new development, whether in the City or in the unincorporated
portions of the Ojai Valley, be assessed both City and County traffic mitigation
fees. This reciprocal fee agreement has been in place since late 2004. While the
County, on an annual basis, incrementally increases the mitigation fees assessed by
and paid to the County, the City has not adjusted the City's traffic mitigation fees
since their initial implementation in January 2005.
Recommendations:

1. Adjust the City's Traffic Impact Mitigation Fee rates to factor in inflationrelated cost increases for currently identified projects.
2. Have staff analyze changed traffic conditions utilizing existing, updated
traffic counts and/or reported levels of service for area roadways and
intersections and report back on the potential need for updating the Ojai
Valley Traffic Circulation and Fee Study.
FY 2012-2013 Expenses for adjusting the City's Traffic Impact Mitigation Fee
would be included as part of the work program for the Community Development
Department and Public Works Department, and would not need outside consul"ting
services. Similarly, staff analysis of available information on existing traffic
conditions would be part of the City's work program. If it is determined thai" the
Ojai Valley Traffic Circulation and Fee Study should be updated, this would likely
exceed $50,000 if not $100,000, and it would be better to include this in next
fiscal year's budget. Some of this cost would conceivably be shared by the County
of Ventura and could be further defrayed by funding support from VCTC.
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Incrementally increasing the City's Traffic Impact Mitigation Fee rates would add
to the City's fund for traffic improvements as new development would be assessed
at a higher per-dwelling unit or per-square foot of non-residential development
rate.
Discussion:

The traffic study conducted in 2002 analyzed existing and future traffic
conditions, and the need for and cost of future traffic improvement projects..
The fee amounts are assessed on a per-dwelling unit basis for residential projects
and a per-square foot basis for non-residential projects. While the annual increase
in fees that the County has regularly adopted (but that the City has not) helps
counteract the increased cost of identified traffic improvement projects,)t would
be beneficial to have an updated traffic and fee study done to reassess existing
and future traffic conditions and reevaluate the previously identified improvement
projects as well as the associated costs. The updated study would provide a basis
to comprehensively adjust the rate basis for the City's and the County's traffic
impact mitigation fees.
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